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ABSTRACT

DRONE-ASSISTED EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS

by
Di Wu

Drone-mounted base stations (DBSs) have been proposed to extend coverage and

improve communications between mobile users (MUs) and their corresponding macro

base stations (MBSs). Different from the base stations on the ground, DBSs can

flexibly fly over and close to MUs to establish a better vantage for communications.

Thus, the pathloss between a DBS and an MU can be much smaller than that between

the MU and MBS. In addition, by hovering in the air, the DBS can likely establish a

Line-of-Sight link to the MBS. DBSs can be leveraged to recover communications in a

large natural disaster struck area and to fully embody the advantage of drone-assisted

communications. In order to retrieve signals from MUs in a large disaster struck area,

DBSs need to overcome the large pathloss incurred by the long distance between DBSs

and MBSs. This can be addressed by the following two strategies.

First, placing multiple drones in a disaster struck area can be used to mitigate

the problem of large backhaul pathloss. In this method, data from MUs in the

disaster struck area may be forwarded by more than one drone, i.e., DBSs can enable

drone-to-drone communications. The throughput from the disaster struck area can

potentially be enhanced by this multi-drone strategy. A cooperative DBS placement

and channel allocation algorithm is proposed to maximize the aggregated data rate

from MUs in a disaster struck area. It is demonstrated by simulations that the

aggregated data rate can be improved by more than 10%, as compared to the scenario

without drone-to-drone communications.

Second, free space optics (FSO) can be used as backhaul links to reduce the

backhaul pathloss. FSO can provision a high-speed point-to-point transmission and is

suitable for backhaul transmission. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to maximize the



number of MUs that can be served by the drones by optimizing user association, DBS

placement and spectrum allocation iteratively. It is demonstrated by simulations that

the proposed algorithm can cover over 15% more MUs at the expense of less than 5% of

the aggregated throughput. Equipping DBSs and MBSs with FSO transceivers incurs

extra payload for DBSs, hence shortening the hovering time of DBSs. To prolong

the hovering time of a DBS, the FSO beam is deployed to facilitate simultaneous

communications and charging. The viability of this concept has been studied by

varying the distance between a DBS and an MBS, in which an optimal location of

the DBS is found to maximize the data throughput, while the charging power directed

to the DBS from the MBS diminishes with the increasing distance between them.

Future work is planned to incorporate artificial intelligence to enhance drone-

assisted networking for various applications. For example, a drone equipped with

a camera can be used to detect victims. By analyzing the captured pictures, the

locations of the victims can be estimated by some machine learning based image

processing technology.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Owing to the high availability and high data rate provided by mobile networks, the

number of mobile subscribers is increasing over the years [54]. According to Ericsson

Mobility Report, the total number of mobile subscriptions was around 7.9 billions

in Q3 2018 and was forecast to reach 8.9 billions by the end of 2024. However, the

mobile network infrastructure, such as base stations (BSs) and power transmission

lines (which transport electricity from the power grid to BSs), could be damaged

owing to natural disasters. Consequently, mobile users (MUs) in a disaster-struck

area (i.e., the area covered by malfunctioned BSs) are unable to connect to the

network and obtain any services. How to quickly recover communications in the

disaster-struck area is a very critical issue which has drawn much attention [44].

Quickly recovering communications can help people in disaster-struck areas transmit

the disaster information out of the area. Thus, rescue personnel can make accurate

evaluation of disasters and design efficient rescue plans [58]. In rescuing people

afflicted by disasters, valid wireless communications can help reduce the searching

area and enhance survivability [39].

There are many strategies to recover communications in disaster-struck areas.

One method is to equip ground vehicles with radio head to conduct the function of

ground movable BSs. Ground movable BSs can be deployed near the disaster-struck

area to provision MUs with temporary communications by forwarding data between

MUs and nearby working macro BSs (MBSs), which are located in the disaster-

struck area; also, ground movable BSs can move to different locations upon requests

[42, 47]. The drawbacks of applying ground movable BSs include [37] 1) inefficient

deployment: deploying a ground movable BS to a designated destination may not
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always be feasible as the road to the designated destination may be damaged; 2)

limited wireless backhaul capacity: the deployed ground movable BS is considered

as a relay node between MUs and a specific working MBS. The ground movable BS

can be deployed in the disaster-struck area close to MSs, but the distance between

a ground movable BS and a working MBS could be very long [38]. Also, the link

between a working MBS and a ground movable BS may likely be on Non-Line of

Sight (NLoS) [30]. Consequently, the pathloss between the ground movable BS and

the working MBS may be very high, and limiting the wireless backhaul (between a

ground movable BS and a working MBS) capacity. Note that the limited backhaul

capacity may stifle the ground movable BS from relaying traffic from MUs to working

MBSs [6].

In order to overcome the inefficient deployment and limited wireless backhaul

capacity problem in the ground movable BSs strategy, drone-mounted base stations

(DBSs), which act as relay nodes between MUs and working MBSs [55], can be

deployed over the disaster-struck area. Different from ground movable BSs, DBSs can

move in the air, and so can be deployed over the designated destination efficiently and

flexibly [22]. Also, a DBS can hover at a high altitude to facilitate Line of Sight (LoS)

for the wireless backhaul link between the DBS and its working MBS. In this case, the

pathloss between the DBS and its working MBS is reduced, thus potentially increasing

the wireless backhaul capacity [3]. Note that the wireless backhaul capacity is still

very limited owing to the long distance between a DBS and its working MBS [23].

Also, the DBS can ferry traffic back to the working MBS. That is, a drone collects

data from MUs, flies back to the working MBS, and transmits the collected data

to the working MBS [36]. This method can mitigate the limited wireless backhaul

capacity constraint, but it incurs a long communications delay caused by the latency

of the DBS flying back to the working MBS.
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The drone assisted system can really achieve a very quick deployment and help

recover the communications. However, many issues are still to be addressed in order

to provide a durable stable service, to serve more users and to improve the servce

quality. First, how does one provide service to more users? Since DBSs can provide a

high probability of establishing LoS between DBSs and MUs, the access link pathloss

can be minimized accordingly. The LoS probability is determined by the altitude of

the DBS and the horizontal distance between the DBS and a corresponding MU [1]. In

a DBS-assisted wireless communications network, a good location of DBS can help the

DBS serve more MUs with LoS links. Different from placing ground base stations, the

placement of DBS needs to consider the altitude of DBSs and the power consumption.

By satisfying the QoS of different MUs, the 3-D DBS placement strategy incurs a

high complexity and it is very hard to acquire the optimal solution [25]. Second,

how does one increase the backhaul data rate? A DBS is usually sent to provide

service in the area that has weak cellular signals or has no cellular service. A DBS

is acting as a relay node by collecting the data from MUs and transmitting the

collected data to its corresponding MBS, and requiring a large backhaul data rate

accordingly. In order to increase the backhaul data rate, the DBS can use a larger

bandwidth or try to reduce the pathloss between the DBS and MBS. Since the DBS

is usually using the licensed wireless band in this scenario which is very precious and

limited, allocating more bandwidth to a DBS is not usually economically inviable [29].

Thus, reducing the pathloss is the main method of increasing the backhaul data

rate for DBSs. To satisfy the QoS of all served MUs, the LoS channel between

the DBS and the MBS may not be guaranteed, e.g., the link between a DBS at a

low altitude and a MBS in urban area has a high probability of being blocked by

buildings. In this case, the placement of DBSs can influence the backhaul data rate.

Apart from the placement of DBSs, new transmission technologies can also be used

to increase the backhaul data rate. The beam forming technology [60] can provide
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a directional RF beam with small scattering angle. Deploying a massive MIMO

antenna at the DBS will increase the payload and the power consumption, which

may significantly reduce the DBS hovering time. Optical wireless communications,

which incurs a low pathloss and provisions a high point-to-point data rate, is used to

provide backhaul communications in DBSs. Optical communications requires optical

transceivers, which incur extra payloads for drones and may reduce the hovering time

of drones. We can conclude that reducing the pathloss between DBSs and MBSs

without incurring unnecessary extra payloads is a big challenge for drone assisted

networks. Third, how does one extend the service time of a DBS? Based on the

current battery technology, the hovering time of a commercial drone is usually around

30 minutes. Considering the extra power consumption of a DBS, e.g., the energy for

forwarding RF signals and the energy for computing, the actual service time of a DBS

is less than 30 minutes. Obviously, 30 minutes of service time may be suitable for some

emergency communications, but are not enough for some missions that require longer

service time. One current solution is leveraging some wireless charging technologies

to extend the hovering time of a drone. Even the charging power is limited, especially

in comparison with the power consumption of drones, using wireless charging remains

an achieveable method to extend the hovering time of drones. Wireless charging may

extend the hovering time of a drone for only a few minutes. In some scenarios, a

few more minutes can be critical for a drone-assisted network. In current wireless

charging strategy, how to achieve a high efficient charging rate to extend the hovering

time is a critical issue.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the architecture of

a DBS assisted network is proposed. In the architecture, several working MBS are

around the disaster struck area that can provide service to the DBSs. The number

of DBSs in the disaster struck area is the same as the number of MBSs. Each DBS

is serving a number of MUs on the ground. In Chapter 3, a multi-drone network

4



architecture in a disaster-struck area is proposed, in which multiple drones can

communicate with each other directly. Thus, the drones burdened with heavy access

link traffic can forward their traffic to other drones with light traffic. The optimization

problem is formulated to maximize the throughput from the MUs to MBSs and

the COoperative DBS plAcement and CHannel allocation (COACH) algorithm is

proposed to solve the problem. The performance of COACH is demonstrated via

simulations. In Chapter 4, using the free space optics (FSO) link to replace the RF

link between MBSs and DBSs is investigated. By using the FSO in backhaul links,

the data rate capacity between between an MBS and a DBS is much higher than

using RF. The low pathloss of FSO link allows DBSs hovering far from MBSs to

serve MUs. The problem of providing service to more MUs with FSO backhaul link

is formulated. Also, a QoS awaRe dronEbase Station plaCement and mobile User

association stratEgy (RESCUE) is proposed to solve the problem by adjusting the

bandwidth allocation, DBS placement and user association iteratively. To extend the

hovering time, the architecture of using FSO charging the DBS, based on the Free

Space Optics as Backhaul and Energizer for Drone-Assisted Networking (SoarNet)

architecture [7], is investigated. The performance of RESCUE and FSO charging

are demonstrated via extensive simulations. A briefly introduction of future research

endeavors is discussed in Chapter 5. The conclusion is presented in Chapter 6.

5



CHAPTER 2

DRONE-ASSISTED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Figure 2.1 Drone-assisted mobile access network.

To use drones in the disaster-struck areas, the architecture of multi-drone

assisted network in a disaster-struck area is proposed and shown in Figure 2.1.

Assuming that all MBSs in this disaster-struck area are out of service. Several DBSs

are placed into this area to provide service to MUs. Each DBS is able to communicate

with at least one MBS that is located outside this disaster-struck area. These MBSs

outside the disaster-struck area are named as “working MBSs”. However, considering

the scale of the disaster-struck area and the coverage of DBSs, not all MUs in the

disaster struck area are guaranteed to be served.

2.1 Isolated/Cooperative Drone-Assisted Networks

Based on different drone communications strategies, the drone-assisted network can

be considered as cooperative and isolated.

6



In an isolated drone-assisted network, the main function of a DBS is to forward

data from MUs to the working MBS. DBSs in one disaster-struck area cannot

communicate with other DBSs directly [26]. Each DBS only communicates with

it served MUs and forward the data to its associated working MBS. In this case,

the management (including the placement and resource allocation) of each DBS is

determined by its associated working MBS, and incurs no communications between

DBSs. Even each DBS is prefered to be placed close to its associated working MBS

while satisfying the QoS quirement of its served MUs, the coverage of different DBSs

may overlap, especially with many DBSs serving in a small disaster struck area [45].

Thus, the isolated drone-assisted network usually covers a large disaster struck area.

In a cooperative drone-assisted network, DBSs may establish device-to-device

(D2D) communications links with other DBSs. In this case, one DBS can not only

forward data from the MUs in its own coverage to the working MBS, but can also

forward the data from other DBSs. In a disaster struck area with varying MU

density, the data rates from the served MUs vary as well [62]. Based on different

DBS placement strategies (e.g., to cover more MUs in the disaster struck area), some

DBSs may experience congestion in the backhaul (i.e., the total data rate from the

access link is larger than the achieveable backhaul data rate). With the cooperative

transmission strategy, the DBS with a congested backhaul may forward the data to

those uncongested DBSs in order to achieve a higher throughput from MUs to MBSs

in drone-assisted networks [46].

2.2 Backhaul Transmission in Drone-Assisted Networks

The backhaul transmission is a point-to-point transmission, and the radio frequency

(RF) transmission is not the only choice for the backhaul link. Currently, the backhaul

communication is mainly facilitated by RF and FSO.
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RF backhaul is commonly deployed in drone-assisted systems. A DBS can

use the same equipment to communicate with MBS and MUs. By using beam

forming with antenna matrix in RF transmission, the MBS and the DBS can

make a directional signal to significantly reduce the pathloss [57]. Since RF is a

one-to-multiple transmission technology, the performance of RF is not as good as the

technologies designed for point-to-point communications. Using RF as backhaul, the

DBSs cannot be placed far from the working MBS [52].

FSO has recently been proposed to serve as the backhaul for a drone-assisted

system. The FSO transmission is a point-to-point transmission technology designed

for high speed transmission. To use FSO communications as backhaul links, an

FSO transceiver is deployed in a DBS to transmit/receive optical signals from/to a

working MBS [40]. The FSO backhaul system will incur some extra payload for the

DBS for carrying the FSO transceiver, but the huge backhaul data rate capacity will

potentially compensate for this extra payload. Different from RF signals, FSO signals

are highly susceptible to the weather (e.g., the visibility range, the air humidity, etc.).

In clear weather (e.g., the visibility range is larger than 1 km), the pathloss is very

low and does not affect the transmission distance much. While in a foggy whether

(e.g., the visibility range is smaller than 200 m), the pathloss is high influenced by

the transmission distance [2]. The other characteristic of the FSO backhaul is its

directivity, i.e., the LoS link between a DBS and an MBS. The optical beam is a

highly directional beam, thus the FSO signal cannot be blocked by obstacles along

its transmission path. Considering the high altitude of a DBS, the link between a DBS

and its associated working MBS has a very high probability of being LoS [34]. By

expounding on the above properties, the FSO backhaul is a very promissing wireless

backhaul technology, especially for long distance transmission.
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CHAPTER 3

COOPERATIVE DRONE-ASSISTED NETWORK

In the hovering mode drone-assisted network (i.e., a DBS will hover over a designated

location, receive data from MUs via wireless access links, and forward data to a nearby

working MBS via the wireless backhaul link), the wireless backhaul link between a

DBS and a working MBS may become the bottleneck of uploading MUs’ data to a

working MBS, and it can significantly reduce the overall throughout. To solve the

unbalanced backhaul throughput in a multi-drone assisted network, a mobile access

network architecture empowered with multiple cooperative drones is proposed to

deploy multiple DBSs in a disaster-struck area. A DBS may relay data not only from

its MUs, but also from its neighboring DBSs via DBS-to-DBS (D2D) communications.

As shown in Figure 3.1, each DBS communicates with its nearby working MBS to

upload MUs’ traffic. Assume that the wireless backhaul link between DBS 1 and

working MBS 1 is the bottleneck, i.e., the capacity of the access links between DBS

1 and its MUs is larger than the capacity of the backhaul link between DBS 1 and

its MBS. Then, DBS 1 can offload some traffic to DBS 2 via D2D communications.

DBS 2 transmits the received traffic to its MBS via its backhaul link, which is not the

bottleneck. Here, MUs are uploading data streams to working MBSs via deployed

DBSs. The wireless backhaul link between a DBS and a working MBS may become

the bottleneck of uploading MUs’ data to a working MBS, thus significantly reducing

the overall throughout.

3.1 System Model

In the drone-assisted mobile access network architecture with multiple cooperative

drones, as shown in Figure 3.1, there are a number of DBSs available to be deployed

over a disaster-struck area. Each DBS is to receive data from its associated MUs

9



Figure 3.1 Cooperative drones assisted mobile access network architecture.

via wireless access links, receive/transmit data from/to other DBSs via D2D links,

and transmit the received data to its associated MBS via the wireless backhaul link.

Denote I and J as the set of DBSs and MUs in the disaster-struck area, respectively,

and i and j are used to index these DBSs and MUs, respectively.

Each DBS is connected to a dedicated MBS, and each DBS is operated in

the in-band full-duplex mode, i.e., the backhaul link (from a DBS to its MBS) and

the access links (from MUs to their DBSs) can transmit data simultaneously over

the same frequency band [43]. Note that different DBSs are assigned with different

spectrum bands but with the same amount of bandwidth to enable their own access

and backhaul communications.

For DBS i ∈ I, its allocated frequency band is equally divided into a number of

channels. Denote Ki as the set of these channels allocated to DBS i and k is used to

index these channel. λ is the bandwidth of each channel. Denote ujk as the binary

variable to indicate whether channel k is allocated to MU j in uploading its data

(i.e., ujk = 1) or not (i.e., ujk = 0). Denote vik as the binary variable to indicate

whether channel k is allocated to DBS i in conducting backhaul communications or
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not. Denote wii′k as the binary variable to indicate whether channel k is allocated

to DBS i and DBS i′ for D2D communications or not. If channel k /∈ Ki, then

∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J , vik = ujk = 0.. Denote K as the set of all channels, i.e., K =
⋃
i∈I

Ki.

Figure 3.2 Geometric relevance architecture.

3.1.1 D2D communications model

Links between DBSs are also considered as free space transmission, thus the pathloss

between DBS i and DBS i′ (where i′ ∈ I) is

ηdii′ = 20 log

(
4πfii′d

d
ii′

c

)
, (3.1)

where fii′ is the carrier frequency used between DBS i and i′, and ddii′ is the distance

between DBS i and DBS i′, i.e., ddii′ =
√

(xi − xi′)2 + (yi − yi′)2 + (hi − hi′)2.

D2D communications is conducted between DBS i and DBS i′. As mentioned

before, two DBSs are operated in two different spectrum bands to conduct their access

and backhaul communications. Sender DBSs could reuse spectrum bands of receiver

DBSs to achieve D2D communications. That is, any channel k ∈ Ki′ can be used

to conduct the communication from DBS i to DBS i′. The data rate of transmitting
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data from DBS i to DBS i′ is acquired as:

rdii′ =
∑
k∈Ki′

(λwii′klog2(1 + τ dii′k)), (3.2)

where τ dii′k is the SINR between DBS i and DBS i′ over channel k (k ∈Ki′), i.e.,

τ dii′k =
pig

d
ii′

λN0 + γpi′vi′k
, (3.3)

where gdii′ is the channel gain between DBS i and DBS i′, i.e., gdii′ = 10−
ηd
ii′
10 (where

ηdii′ is the pathloss between two DBSs, which is obtained from Equation (3.1)). Here,

γpi′vi′k is the self-interference from DBS i′ in conducting backhaul communications

if it uses the same channel k, where pi′ is the transmission power of DBS i′ and vi′k

is the indication of channel k allocated to DBS i′ for its backhaul. Here, if channel k

is used for MU j in uploading its data to DBS i′, channel k cannot be used for the

D2D communications, i.e.,

ujkwii′k = 0, k ∈Ki′ . (3.4)

3.1.2 Access link communication model

The link between an MU and its associated DBS is normally modeled as a probabilistic

LoS link. Denote the pathloss of having LoS and NLoS between DBS i and MU j (in

dB) as ηLoSij and ηNLoSij , respectively, where [3]

ηLoSij = 20 log

(
4πfdij
c

)
+ ξLoSij , (3.5)

ηNLoSij = 20 log

(
4πfdij
c

)
+ ξNLoSij . (3.6)

Here, f is the carrier frequency, c is the speed of light, ξLoSij and ξNLoSij are the

additional losses for LoS and NLoS, respectively, and dij is the distance between DBS

i and MU j, i.e.,

dij =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + h2
i , (3.7)
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where <xi, yi, hi> is the location of DBS i and < xj, yj > is the location of MU j.

The probability of having LoS between DBS i and MU j can be estimated by [3]

ρij =
1

1 + be−β(θij−b)
, (3.8)

where b and β are two environmental parameters in the disaster-struck area, and θij

is the elevation angle between DBS i and MU j (which is indicated in Figure 3.2),

i.e., θij = arcsin
(
hi
dij

)
.

Based on Equation (3.5), (3.6), and (3.8), the pathloss between DBS i and MU

j, denoted as ηcij, can be modeled as [31]

ηcij = ρijη
LoS
ij + (1− ρij)ηNLoSij . (3.9)

Note that DBS i can communicate with MU j if the average pathloss between MU j

and DBS i is less than a predefined threshold ηth (i.e., ηcij < ηth).

The data rate of MU j in uploading its data to DBS i is

raij =
∑
k∈Ki

(λujklog2 (1 + τijk)), (3.10)

where τijk is the SINR of DBS i in receiving signal from MU j over channel k, i.e.,

τijk =
pjgij

λN0 + γpi
, (3.11)

where pj is the transmission power of MU j per channel, N0 is the noise power, γ is

the self-interference parameter, pi is the transmission power of DBS i per channel,

and gij is the channel gain between DBS i and MU j, i.e., gij = 10−
ηaij
10 , where ηaij is

the pathloss between DBS i and MU j. For a clear exposition, the shadowing and

fading effects are not considered in estimating the channel gain.
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3.1.3 Backhaul communication model

Different from the channel between a DBS and an MU, the channel between a DBS

and its associated working MBS is assumed to be free space [3]. Thus, the average

pathloss between DBS i and its MBS is

ηmi = 20 log

(
4πfdmi
c

)
, (3.12)

where dmi is the distance between DBS i and its MBS, i.e.,

dmi =
√

(xi − xmi )2 + (yi − ymi )2 + (hi − hmi )2 (3.13)

where <xmi , y
m
i , h

m
i > is the 3-D position of DBS i’s associated working MBS.

The data rate from DBS i to its MBS can be expressed as

rbi =
∑
k∈Ki

(λviklog2(1 + τ bi )), (3.14)

where τ bi is the SNR for transmission from DBS i to its associated MBS over any

channel, i.e., τ bi =
pig

b
i

λN0
. Here, pi is the transmission power of DBS i per channel,

gbi is the channel gain between DBS i and its associated MBS, i.e., gbi = 10−
ηbi
10 ,

and ηbi is the pathloss between DBS i and its associated MBS. Note that DBS i’s

associated MBS may receive interference from an MU (which is uploading data to

DBS i over channel k) or a DBS (which is transmitting data to DBS i over channel

k). Here, the interference is not considered, since the distance between DBS i and

its associated MBS is much shorter than the distance between MUs/other DBSs and

DBS i’s associated MBS.
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3.2 DBS Placement and Resource Allocation Strategy

Based on the system, the problem of maximizing the total throughput by DBS

placement and spectrum allocation is formulated as follows.

P0: argmax
ujk,vik,wii′k,xi,yi

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

raij (3.15)

s.t. : C1 :
∑
j∈J

raij +
∑
i′∈I\i

rdi′i ≤ rbi +
∑
i′∈I\i

rdii′ , ∀i ∈ I,

C2 :ujkwii′k = 0,∀k ∈Ki′ ,∀i, i′ ∈ I,∀j ∈ J ,

C3 :
∑
i∈I

raij ≥ r′j,∀j ∈ J ,∃ujk 6= 0,

C4 :ujk, vik, wii′k ∈ {0, 1},∀k ∈Ki′ ,∀i, i′ ∈ I,∀j ∈ J ,

where the objective is to maximize the throughput of the network, C1 imposes the

sum of the incoming data rate to be less than the sum of the outgoing data rate for

each DBS, i.e., the backhaul link is not the bottleneck link. C2 imposes that Equation

(3.4) is satisfied. C3 imposes that the provisioned data rate of MU j to be larger than

its data rate requirement, which is denoted as r′j. C4 imposes that ujk, vik, and wii′k

to be binary variables.

A heuristic algorithm, COoperative DBS plAcement and CHannel allocation

(COACH), is designed to efficiently solve this optimization problem P0. The basic

idea of COACH is to decompose P0 into two sub-problems, i.e., DBS placement and

channel allocation.

3.2.1 DBS placement

The disaster-struck area is divided into a number of locations with the same size,

denoted by set N . If DBS i is placed over location n (where n ∈ N ), then the 2-D

location of DBS i (i.e., < xi, yi >) is the center of location n. The DBS placement is
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Algorithm 1 COACH

1: for all DBSs i ∈ I do

2: for all locations n ∈N do

3: Obtain Jn
i .

4: Calculate r̄ai and r̄bi based on Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.18).

5: Calculate r̄ni based Eq. (3.19)

6: end for

7: Select the best location n∗ for DBS i based on Eq. (3.20).

8: ∀j ∈ Jn
i , calculate zij based on Eq. (3.21).

9: Allocate channels to MUs iteratively based on gij. Channel allocation

terminates once
∑
j∈Jni

zij≥|Ki| or all MUs are assigned channels.

10: Remove the MUs (which are assigned channels) from Jn
i .

11: Calculate rai and cbi based on Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.23).

12: end for

13: Divide DBSs into two sets, i.e., Is and Ir, where Is =
{
i ∈ I

∣∣rai > cbi
}

and

Ir =
{
i ∈ I

∣∣rai < cbi
}

).

14: Derive the number of available channels for each DBS in Ir based on Eq. (3.24).

15: Calculate the data rate of all the possible D2D pairs based on Eq. (3.25).

16: Calculate the number of channels that could be allocated for all the possible D2D

pairs based on Eq. (3.26).

17: while Ir 6= ∅ and Is 6= ∅ do

18: Select the D2D pair that incurs the maximum data rate and allocate the number

of channels.

19: Adjust the MU association of the source DBS for the selected D2D pair such

that Constraint C1 is met.

20: Remove the source and destination DBSs of the selected D2D pair from Is and

Ir, respectively.

21: end while
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to find the location that yields the maximum estimated data rate for MUs to upload

their data streams.

Denote Jn
i as the set of MUs satisfying the channel gain threshold when DBS

i is at location n, (i.e., gnij > gthi ). The channel gain threshold defines the minimum

channel gain between a DBS and an MU to enable communications. Assume that all

MUs in Jn
i are associated to DBS i. The average channel gain between the MUs in

Jn
i and DBS i is defined as

ḡni =
∑
j∈Jni ,

gnij/|Jn
i |. (3.16)

Thus, the estimated access link data rate is defined as

r̄ai = |Ki|λlog2

(
1 +

pj ḡ
n
i

|Ki|λN0

)
. (3.17)

The data rate of the backhaul link between DBS i and its MBS is defined as

r̄bi = |Ki|λlog2

(
1 +

pig
m
i

|Ki|λN0

)
, (3.18)

where gmi is the channel gain between DBS i and its associated MBS. The estimated

data rate of the MUs (in Jn
i ) in uploading their data to the MBS via DBS i, which

is deployed over location n (r̄ni ), is

r̄ni = min
{
r̄ai , r̄

b
i

}
. (3.19)

DBS i is placed over each location iteratively to find the location that incurs

the maximum value of r̄ni , i.e.,

n∗ = arg max {r̄ni |n ∈N } . (3.20)

DBS i will be placed over location n∗.
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3.2.2 Resource allocation

Access link channel allocation: After placing DBS i, the associated MUs will

be allocated channels. Note that MUs that cannot be served will be removed from

Jn
i . An MU unable to be served means that the wireless channels allocated to the

MU are not enough to satisfy the data rate requirement of the MU.

The minimum number of channels for MU j for uploading data to DBS i

(denoted as zij) in order to satisfy the data rate requirement of MU j (i.e., C3)

is

zij =

⌈
r′j

λlog2 (1 + τijk)

⌉
. (3.21)

The available channels may not be enough to satisfy all the MUs’ requirements.

The MU, which incurs the highest channel gain to DBS i, will be assigned the channel

first. The access link channel allocation will be terminated until all the MUs in Jn
i

meet their requirements or there is no available channel.

The set of Jn
i is then updated by removing the MUs that are not assigned with

channels in Step (b).

The data rate of DBS i in receiving data from MUs (rai ) is

rai =
∑
j∈Jni

raij, (3.22)

where raij is the data rate of MU j in uploading data to DBS i. The capacity of the

backhaul link between DBS i and its MBS is

cbi = |Ki|λlog2(1 + τmik ). (3.23)

DBS i may act differently in response to the following three scenarios: If rai < cbi :

DBS i is not using all backhaul channels. Thus, DBS i may help other DBSs offload

their traffic by using D2D communications (i.e., DBS i may be the receiver for D2D

communications). When rai = cbi : DBS i’s access link data rate just matches its
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backhaul link capacity. That is, DBS i does not have to offload its traffic to other

DBSs; also, it cannot accept traffic offloaded from other DBSs. Otherwise, rai > cbi :

the backhaul link of DBS i is the bottleneck, and so it has to offload traffic to other

DBSs via D2D communications. That is, DBS i could be the transmitter for D2D

communications.

DBS to DBS communications channel allocation: After placing all DBSs and

allocating access channels, the channels for D2D communications will be allocated.

The placed DBSs can be divided into three sets, i.e., the set of DBSs with bottleneck

backhaul links, i.e., Is =
{
i ∈ I

∣∣rai > cbi
}

, the set of DBSs with their uncongested

backhaul links, i.e. Ir =
{
i ∈ I

∣∣rai < cbi
}

, and the set of DBSs with their access

link data rates just matched with their respective backhaul link capacities, i.e., Io ={
i ∈ I

∣∣rai = cbi
}

. D2D channel allocation is to select a DBS in Is as the source node

and a DBS in Ir as the destination node, and to allocate channels to offload traffic

from the source node to the destination node.

A D2D communications pair (from DBS i to DBS i′) uses the unused channels

of DBS i′, i.e., if there are some unused channels in the destination node’s access

links, these channels can be used for D2D communications. The number of unused

channels (in the access links) for each DBS in Ir is derived as

z′i′ = |Ki′| −
∑
j∈Jn

i′

zi′j. (3.24)

Let |Is| and |Ir| be the number of DBSs in Is and Ir, respectively. Thus,

there are |Is| × |Ir| number of possible pairs of D2D communications. For each

possible D2D communications (from DBS i to DBS i′), the average SINR is derived

as τ dii′=
∑

k∈Ki′

τd
ii′k
|Ki′ |

, where τ dii′k is calculated based on Equation (3.3). The data rate of

D2D pair (DBS i and i′) is

rdii′ = λzdii′ log2(1 + τ dii′), (3.25)
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where zdii′ is the number of channels used for D2D communications from DBS i to

i′, which depends on the number of unused channels in DBS i′’s access link (i.e., z′i′

in Equation (3.24)) as well as the amount of traffic to be offloaded from DBS i (i.e.,

rai − cbi). The number of channels used for D2D communication from DBS i to i′ (zdii′)

can be calculated as

zdii′ = min

{
z′i′ ,

⌈
rai − cbi

λ log2(1 + τ dii′)

⌉}
, (3.26)

where
⌈

rai −cbi
λ log2(1+τd

ii′ )

⌉
is the number of required channels to offload rai − cbi amount of

traffic from DBS i.

Then, we get the data rates of all possible D2D pairs by Equation (3.25). We

pick the D2D pair with the maximum data rate, and allocate a number of channels

(based on Equation (3.26)), and then remove the source DBS and the destination DBS

in the D2D pair from Is and Ir, respectively. Note that, even D2D communications

is enabled to offload the traffic from source DBS i to destination DBS i′, source DBS i

still may not satisfy Constraint C1. If so, the MUs (which are associated with source

DBS i) are iterarively dissociated from DBS i to reduce access link traffic (i.e., the

value of rai ) until rai ≤ cbi +rdii′ . The MU with a lower value of raij will be disassociated

from source DBS i first.

3.2.3 Simulation results

Assume that six DBSs will be deployed over a disaster-struck area. The altitudes of

DBSs are the same. There are 25 channels available for each DBS and the bandwidth

of each channel is 180 kHz. The data rate requirements of MUs are generated based

on a normal distribution, i.e., N(2, 1) Mbps. Other simulation parameters are listed

in Table.3.1.

The results of COACH are compared to two other reference algorithms, i.e.,

access link aware (ALA) and backhaul link aware (BLA) DBS placement and channel
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allocation. ALA is to maximize the access link data rate of a DBS without considering

the backhaul link capacity. BLA is to maximize the overall throughput by jointly

considering the access link data rate and the backhaul link capacity. Both algorithms

do not apply D2D communications to offload traffic.

Table 3.1 Simulation Parameters I

Disaster area 2 km × 2 km

Location area 100 m × 100 m

Carrier frequency (f) 2 GHz

Environment index (b) 9.61

Environment index (β) 0.16

ξLoS 1 dB [3]

ξNLoS 20 dB [3]

γ 130 dB [17]

N0 -104 dBm/Hz

hmi 30 m

hi 50 m

Figure 3.3 shows that the total data rate (of uploading data from MUs to MBSs)

by varying the number of MUs. Note that the number of MUs in each location is

selected based on a normal distribution, i.e., N(ψ, 5), where ψ is the average number

of MUs in each location. ψ is varied to adjust the number of MUs. COACH always

yields the highest total data rate in the figure. However, as the number of MUs

increases, the gap of the total data rate between COACH and BLA reduces because

as the number of MUs is small, the backhaul link utilization incurred by BLA/ALA is

not balanced among DBSs (e.g., some DBSs have 100% backhaul link utilization while

some have the backhaul link utilization less than 80%); yet, COACH balances the

backhaul link utilization by offloading the traffic from a DBS with congested backhaul
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link to a DBS with uncongested backhaul link, and increases the total data rate. ALA

is not affected much by the user density because ALA only maximizes the access link

data rate without considering the backhaul link. In this case, the backhaul links have

high probability of becoming bottleneck. However, as the number of MUs increases,

the backhaul link utilization incurred by both ALA and BLA will be more balanced,

as demonstrated in Figure. 3.4. That is, the link utilization of the backhaul, originally

with less than 100%, is approaching 100%, thus reducing the average backhaul link

utilization gap among COACH, ALA and BLA.
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Figure 3.3 Total data rate over different MU distributions.

The performance of different algorithms by varying the altitude of DBSs is

shown in Figure 3.5. Note that the altitude of all MBSs is 30 m, and decreasing

the altitude of a DBS from 50 m to 30 m essentially reduces the distance between

the DBS and its associated MBS. Hence, the backhaul link between a DBS and

its MBS has a better channel gain and provisions a larger backhaul link capacity.
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In Figure 3.5, COACH incurs the highest data rate because it offloads traffic from

congested backhaul links to uncongested backhaul links via D2D communications.

Increasing the backhaul link capacity enables COACH to offload more traffic, and

further increasing the overall throughput. BLA and ALA, on the other hand, do not

offload traffic among backhaul links, and so incur lower data rates. Figure 3.6 shows

how the altitude of the DBS affects the average backhaul link utilization. The average

backhaul link utilization incurred by the three algorithms reduces as the altitude of

the DBS decreases because decreasing the altitude of a DBS increases the capacity

of the backhaul link, thus reducing the backhaul link utilization accordingly.
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CHAPTER 4

FSO-BASED DRONE-ASSISTED NETWORK

In order to quickly recover communications in disaster-struck areas and achieve

low communications delay between MUs and working MBSs, the FSO-based drone-

assisted mobile access network architecture is proposed. As shown in Figure 4.1, a

number of DBSs can be quickly deployed over the disaster-struck area. Note that

the limited flying time of a battery-powered drone could be the major roadblock

of deploying DBSs in the disaster-struck area. However, the flying time can be

extended by applying gasoline-powered drones (which can last nearly one hour and

get a fast refuel) or applying more than one drones to serve a group of MUs, e.g.,

two drones serving the same MUs iteratively. MUs in the disaster-struck area can

associate to a specific DBS, which relays traffic between the nearby working MBSs

and associated MUs. Here, the access links between MUs and their DBS are using

RF communications, and the backhaul link between the DBS and its associated

working MBS is applying FSO communications. Note that FSO communications

is a point-to-point wireless communications technology that can achieve a very high

throughput over a long distance [14, 65]. Applying FSO as the wireless backhaul

communications can dramatically increase the network capacity, and significantly

reduce the delay of transmitting data between MUs and working MBSs via DBSs [18].

4.1 FSO Communication Architecture

FSO communications has been proved to provision a high speed point-to-point

communications [14] [65], and integrating drones into the FSO system has recently

been explored. Fawaz et al. [21] proposed a drone-assisted FSO relay system, where

a drone equipped with an FSO transceiver is considered as a relay node to relay the

FSO beam between an FSO transmitter and an FSO receiver. The drone-assisted
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Figure 4.1 FSO-based drone-assisted mobile access network architecture.

FSO relay system may reduce the atmosphere attenuation of the FSO link, especially

when the distance between the FSO transmitter and the FSO receiver is very

long. Applying FSO and drones as the front-hauling/back-hauling technology in

mobile networks has recently been proposed [5], where geographically distributed

base stations are connected to their nearby drones (which are hovering in the air)

via FSO communications, and these drones cooperate with each other to establish an

FSO-based drone ad-hoc network, which is to deliver the traffic between the mobile

core network and distributed base stations. FSO communications between different

drones is deployed in the drone ad-hoc network.

FSO communications has been proposed to be utilized in mobile networks; here,

the placement of DBSs using FSO as the backhaul links between a DBS and its

associated MBS in disaster-struck areas is the primary work. As mentioned before,

using FSO communications and DBSs can quickly establish network connections to

MUs in disaster-struck areas in carrying out emergency rescue.
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4.1.1 RF access link model

The communications channel between an MU and its associated DBS is normally

modeled as a probabilistic LoS channel. Denote the pathloss between DBS i and MU

j (in dB) in LoS and NLoS as ηLoSij and ηNLoSij [3], respectively,

ηLoSij = 20 log

(
4πfcdij

c

)
+ ξLoS, (4.1)

ηNLoSij = 20 log

(
4πfcdij

c

)
+ ξNLoS, (4.2)

where ξLoS and ξNLoS stand for the average value of excessive pathloss in LoS and

NLoS, respectively, fc is the carrier frequency, c is the speed of light, and dij is the

distance between DBS i and MU j. Excessive pathloss is the additional pathloss on

top of the free space pathloss incurred between a DBS and an MU. As illustrated in

Figure 4.2, dij can be calculated by

dij =
√

(xdi − xj)2 + (ydi − yj)2 + h2(xdi , y
d
i ). (4.3)

Here, h
(
xdi , y

d
i

)
is the altitude of DBS i when DBS i is deployed at the horizontal

location
〈
xdi , y

d
i

〉
, and 〈xj, yj〉 indicates the horizontal location of MU j. The

horizontal distance between MU j and DBS i is denoted by lij

lij =
√

(xdi − xj)2 + (ydi − yj)2. (4.4)

The probability of having LoS between DBS i and MU j (ρij) is

ρij =
1

1 + be−β(θij−b)
, (4.5)

where b and β are the two environmental parameters in the disaster-struck area, and

θij is the elevation angle between DBS i and MU j (as indicated in Figure 4.2), i.e.,

θij = arcsin

(
h
(
xdi , y

d
i

)
dij

)
. (4.6)
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Based on Equations (4.5) and (4.6), DBS i at a higher altitude leads to a larger value

of elevation angle and incurs a higher probability of having an LoS link to MU j.

The average pathloss between DBS i and MU j, denoted as η̄ij, can be modeled

as [31]

η̄ij = ρijη
LoS
ij + (1− ρij)ηNLoSij . (4.7)

Note that DBS i can communicate with MU j if the average pathloss between

MU j and DBS i is smaller than a predefined threshold ηth. Thus, the horizontal

distance between DBS i and MU j is maximized when

η̄ij = ηth. (4.8)

Definition 1 The optimal elevation angle between DBS i and MU j is

defined as the elevation angle between DBS i and MU j that maximizes the horizontal

distance between DBS i and MU j.

In order to find the optimal elevation angle (denoted as θ∗ij), the derivative of

ηth is taken with respect to θij. By letting
∂lij
∂θij

= 0, θ∗ij is acquired by:

π

9 ln(10)
tan θ∗ij +

bβ
(
ηLoSij + ηNLoSij

)
e(−β(θ

∗
ij−b))(

be(−β(θ
∗
ij−b)) + 1

)2 = 0 (4.9)

By substituting θij = θ∗ij into Equation (4.8), the related maximum horizontal

distance between DBS i and MU j, denoted as lmaxij , is derived. The altitude of DBS

i with the largest coverage (h∗ij) is

h∗ij = lmaxij tan θ∗ij. (4.10)

4.1.2 Data rate model of wireless access link

As mentioned earlier, multiple DBSs are deployed in the disaster-struck area. Each

DBS is associated with its nearby working MBS, and the DBS can download traffic
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from that MBS and forward them to MUs. Different DBSs use different spectrum

bands to relay traffic to their MUs, and MUs in downloading traffic from their DBSs

do not interfere with each other. Denote Bi as the total available bandwidth for DBS

i in transmitting traffic to associated MUs, and bij is used to represent the amount of

bandwidth allocated for MU j in downloading traffic from DBS i. We can calculate

the data rate of MU j in downloading traffic from DBS i (denoted as rij) as

rij = bij log

(
1 +

Pi10−η̄ij/10

N0

)
, (4.11)

where Pi indicates the transmission power of DBS i. The downlink scenario is

considered in this work because the downlink traffic is much heavier than the uplink

traffic (note that the ratio of downlink to uplink traffic is 6:1 [20]).

4.1.3 FSO communication model

Denote I as the set of DBSs being deployed in the disaster-struck area, and i ∈ I is

used to index these DBSs. Denote J as the set of MUs in the disaster-struck area,

and j ∈ J is used to index these MUs. Let aij be the binary variable to indicate

whether MU j is served by DBS i (i.e., aij = 1) or not (i.e., aij = 0).

FSO communications is applied to enable DBSs in downloading traffic from

nearby MBSs, as shown in Figure 4.2. The data rate model of the FSO link between

DBS i and its MBS can be modeled as [5]

Ri =
Pt

EpNb

r2
s(

θgdFi
/

2
)2ηtηr10−e

σdFi , (4.12)

where Nb is the sensitivity of the receiver (photons/bit); Ep is the energy of each

photon, i.e., Ep = hpc/λ (here, hp is the Planck’s constant, c is the light speed, and rs

is the radius of the FSO beam at the DBS i’s associated MBS); θg is the divergence

angle of the optical beam; ηt is the coefficient for converting electrical energy into

optical energy at the DBS i’s associated MBS; ηr is the coefficient for converting
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Figure 4.2 Pathloss model.

optical energy into electrical energy at DBS i ; dFi is the distance between DBS i and

its associated MBS, i.e.,

dFi =
√

(h(xdi , y
d
i )−hmi )2+(xdi−xmi )2+(ydi −ymi ), (4.13)

where 〈xmi , ymi , hmi 〉 indicates the 3-D location of DBS i’s associated MBS; σ in

Equation (4.12) is the atmospheric attenuation coefficient, given by [51] as

σ =
3.91

v

(
λ

550

)−q
(4.14)

where v is the visibility (the maximum distance that one object can be clearly

discerned). Denote q as the size distribution of the scattering particles. The

relationship between q and v is given by [51]

q =



1.6, v > 50,

1.3, 6 < v ≤ 50,

0.16v + 0.34, 1 < v ≤ 6,

v − 0.5, 0.5 < v ≤ 1,

0, v,≤ 0.5,

(4.15)
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where the value of v depends on the weather conditions. For example, v > 50 when

the weather reflects a clear sky, 1 < v ≤ 6 for a hazy weather, and v ≤ 1 for foggy

weather.

4.1.4 QoS aware DBS placement strategy

Assume that the number of available DBSs is predetermined. These DBSs can

be deployed to help the MUs in the disaster-struck area download data from

their associated MBSs. Assuming that each MBS is only equipped with one FSO

transceiver, i.e., one MBS can only communicate with one DBS. Denote aij as the

binary variable to indicate whether MU j is associated with DBS i (i.e., aij = 1) or

not (i.e., aij = 0). The DBS configuration and MUs association problem is formulated

as determining the 3-D locations of DBSs, MUs association, as well as the bandwidth

allocation to different MUs in order to maximize the number of satisfied MUs. In the

disaster-struck area, the mobile network infrastructure may be damaged, and MUs in

the area are unable to communicate with others, such as the first response team and

their families. Establishing emergence communications is very critical for MUs in the

disaster-struck area. For example, reporting the locations of MUs (by sending short

messages) to the first response team can facilitate the rescue. Here, sending short

messages does not require a high data rate. Thus, enabling more MUs to be able

to communicate with the first response team is considered as the ultimate objective,
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(i.e., their QoS in terms of data rate requirements is met). That is,

P0: arg max
xdi ,y

d
i ,h(xdi ,y

d
i ),aij

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

aij, (4.16)

s.t. :C1 :
∑
i∈I

aij ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J , (4.17)

C2 : fmin(xdi , y
d
i ) ≤ h(xdi , y

d
i ) ≤ fmax(xdi , y

d
i ), (4.18)

C3 : aij(ηij − ηthij ) ≤ 0, ∀j ∈ J , ∀i ∈ I, (4.19)

C4 : aij(rij − rthj ) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀j ∈ J , (4.20)

C5 :
∑
j∈J

aijrij ≤ Ri, ∀i ∈ I, (4.21)

C6 :
∑
j∈J

aijbij ≤ Bi, ∀i ∈ I, (4.22)

where Constraint C1 ensures that each MU is served by at most one DBS; Constraint

C2 imposes the altitude constraints of deploying a DBS, where fmin(xdi , y
d
i ) implies

the minimum altitude of DBS i to maintain the LoS between DBS i and its associated

MBS, if DBS i is deployed at
〈
xdi , y

d
i

〉
, and fmax(xdi , y

d
i ) is the maximum altitude that

DBS i can reach. Constraint C3 indicates that MU j can be associated with DBS i

(i.e., aij = 1) if the pathloss between MU j and DBS i is not larger than the threshold

ηth (i.e., ηij − ηth ≤ 0). Constraint C4 implies that QoS in terms of the data rate

requirement of MU j (denoted as rthj ) should be satisfied if it is associated with DBS

i; Constraint C5 implies that the data rate of the backhaul link between DBS i and

its associated MBS should be no less than the data rate of the access link for DBS

i (which is equal to the sum of all the data rates of the MUs associated with DBS

i). Essentially, Constraint C5 ensures that the backhaul link is not the bottleneck.

Constraint C6 ensures the total bandwidth allocated to MUs by each DBS is within

the total bandwidth it can use.

A heuristic algorithm, i.e., QoS awaRe dronE base Station plaCement and

mobile User association stratEgy (RESCUE), is proposed to efficiently solve P0.
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Table 4.1 List of Notations

I Set of all available DBSs

J Set of all MUs

i Index of DBSs (i ∈ I)

j Index of MUs (j ∈ J)

aij Binary variable to indicate the user association

xdi , y
d
i Horizontal location of DBS i

xmi , ymi Horizontal location of DBS i’s associated MBS

xj, yj Horizontal location of MU j

dij Horizontal distance between DBS i and MU j

h(xdi , y
d
i ) Altitude of DBS i if DBS i is over location (xdi , y

d
i )

fmax(xdi , y
d
i ) Maximum altitude of a DBS at location (xdi , y

d
i )

fmin(xdi , y
d
i ) Minimum altitude of a DBS at location (xdi , y

d
i )

ηij Average pathloss between DBS i and MU j

ηth Average pathloss threshold

hmi Altitude of MBS i

rij Downloading data rate from DBS i to MU j

rthj Downloading data rate requirement of MU j
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The basic idea of RESCUE is to decompose P0 into two sub-problems, i.e., DBS

placement and bandwidth allocation. By solving the two sub-problems iteratively,

RESCUE can achieve a near optimal solution of P0. RESCUE is summarized in

Algorithm 2. Initial 3-D DBS placement: The disaster-struck area is first divided

into a number of locations with the same size. Denote the set of these locations as

N . So, if DBS i is placed over location n (where n ∈ N), then the 2-D coordinate of

DBS i (i.e.,
〈
xdi , y

d
i

〉
) equals to the center of location n, and DBS i can connect to its

associated MBS to download traffic. The objective of the initial 3-D DBS placement

is to find the optimal location where DBS i can cover the maximum number of MUs

(which are not associated with other deployed DBSs). Note that an MU is covered

by a DBS implies that the pathloss between the MU and the DBS is no larger than

the pathloss threshold ηth. Denote J ′ as the set of MUs that are not associated with

any deployed DBSs (i.e., J ′ = {j ∈ J |aij = 0,∀i ∈ I.}), and J ′ = J when the first

DBS is placed. In order to find the optimal location with respective to DBS i, the

controller will iteratively place DBS i over each location in the disaster-struck area

and select the one which can cover the maximum number of MUs.

DBS i is placed over location n if location n is selected. The altitude of DBS i

with the largest coverage area can be obtained by Equation (4.10), i.e., h(xdi , y
d
i ) = h∗i .

Note that, in order to satisfy C2 in P0, h(xdi , y
d
i ) = fmin(xdi , y

d
i ) if h∗i < fmin(xdi , y

d
i )

and h(xdi , y
d
i ) = fmax(xdi , y

d
i ) if h∗i > fmax(xdi , y

d
i ).

After having determined the altitude of DBS i at location n, the average pathloss

between DBS i and all the MUs in J ′ is calculated. The controller will check if

these MUs can be covered by DBS i or not. Denote Kin as the set of MUs that

can be covered by DBS i deployed over location n, i.e., Kin = {j ∈ J ′|η̄ij ≤ ηth.},

and |Kin| is used to indicate the number of MUs covered by DBS i. Thus, the

optimal location of DBS i is the location that incurs the largest value of |Kin|, i.e.,
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n∗i = arg max{|Kin||n ∈ N.}. Therefore, DBS i will be placed over the center of

location n∗.

Bandwidth allocation and MU association: After having determined the

2-D location of DBS i, each MU covered by DBS i should be allocated sufficient

bandwidth to satisfy its data rate requirement (i.e., C4 in P0). Here, the bandwidth

requirement of MU j is defined as the minimum amount of bandwidth that meets the

data rate requirement of MU j, i.e.,

bij =
rij

log
(

1 + Pi10−η̄ij/10

N0

) . (4.23)

However, the total amount of available bandwidth of DBS i (i.e., Bi) is limited, and

so not all the MUs covered by DBS i can be allocated sufficient bandwidth to meet

their data rate requirements. In order to maximize the number of the MUs (such that

their data rate requirements are met), DBS i will first allocate bandwidth to the MU,

which incurs the least bandwidth requirement. The required bandwidth is calculated

by the pathloss between MU and DBS i and the required data rate.

We construct an array by sorting all the MUs covered by DBS i (i.e., ∀j ∈Kin∗)

in ascending order according to their bandwidth requirements (bij). Assume that MU

j′ is the first MU in the array. Then, we allocate bij′ amount of bandwidth to MU j′,

associate MU j′ to DBS i, i.e., aij′ = 1, and update the available bandwidth of DBS

i by Bi = Bi − bij′ .

We then select the next MU in the array, allocate the required bandwidth to

the MU, and associate the MU to DBS i. The iteration continues until all the MUs

covered by DBS i are associated to DBS i (i.e., ∀j ∈ Kin∗ , aij = 1), or DBS i does

not have enough bandwidth to meet the bandwidth requirement of the selected MU,

or the overall data rate between the associated MUs and DBS i exceeds the capacity

of the FSO backhaul link between DBS i and its associated MBS (i.e., C5 in P0).
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Altitude adjustment: when unable to meet the data rate requirements of

some MUs covered by DBS i because of the limited available bandwidth of DBS

i (i.e., Bi), the altitude of DBS i will be adjusted to meet more MUs’ data rate

requirements.

We denote h∗i as the altitude of DBS i obtained from the initial 3-D DBS

placement, and δ as the step size of adjusting the value of h∗i , where δmin ≤ δ ≤ δmax.

Here, δmin and δmax are the minimum and maximum step size of δ, respectively.

Initially, δ = δmin.

We generate two temporary altitudes of DBS i (h−i and h+
i ) for further

adjustment, i.e., h−i = max
(
h∗i−δ, fmin(xdi , y

d
i )
)

and h+
i = min

(
h∗i +δ, f

max(xdi , y
d
i )
)
,

respectively. The number of MUs associated to DBS i (i.e.,
∑
j∈J ′

aij ) is calculated

by re-executing bandwidth allocation and MU association based on the two

temporary altitudes of DBS i (i.e., h−i and h+
i ), respectively.

Let m(h∗i ), m(h+
i ), and m(h−i ) be the number of the associated MUs when the

altitude of DBS i is h∗i , h
+
i , and h−i , respectively. Here, if the adjusted altitude of

DBS i does not increase the number of associated MUs, then the original altitude of

DBS i is kept, i.e.,

h∗i = h∗i , if m(h∗i ) ≥ m(h+
i ) & m(h∗i ) ≥ m(h−i ),

and the step size is adjusted as δ = δ+δmin. If the adjusted altitude of DBS i increases

the number of the associated MUs, then the altitude of DBS i is updated as

h∗i=

h
+
i , if m

(
h+

i

)
>m (h∗i ) & m

(
h+

i

)
≥m

(
h−i
)
,

h−i , if m
(
h−i
)
>m (h∗i ) & m

(
h−i
)
>m

(
h+

i

)
,

(4.24)

and δ = δmin.

Then, the controller will keep adjusting the altitudes of DBS i by going back to

Step 2) in altitude adjustment. The altitude adjustment continues until δ > δmax.
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Note that the RESCUE algorithm is periodically executed to update the DBS

placement, bandwidth allocation, and MU association in order to accommodate the

MU mobility.

The RESCUE algorithm comprises three processes, i.e., deriving the optimal

2-D location, altitude, and MU association and bandwidth allocation for all the DBSs.

The time complexity of deriving the optimal 2-D location of a DBS (i.e., Steps 3-8 in

Algorithm 1) is O(|N ||J |) (where |N | and |J | are the numbers of locations and MUs in

the disaster-struck area, respectively). The time complexity of deriving the altitude

and MU association of a DBS (i.e., Steps 9-22 in Algorithm 1) is O(|J | + hmax−hmin

δmin )

(where hmax and hmin are the highest and lowest altitude of the DBS for all locations,

respectively). Therefore, the time complexity of RESCUE is O(|I|(|N ||J | + |J | +
hmax−hmin

δmin )) = O(|I||N ||J |+ |I|hmax−hmin

δmin ) (where |I| is the number of DBSs).

The space complexity (i.e., the required memory space) of RESCUE is

determined by the required memory for storing the MU movement matrix (which

indicates the locations of all MUs in different time slots) and MU information matrix

(which imposes the data rate requirements of the MUs). The space complexity of

the MU movement and that of the MU information matrix are O(|I||N |) and O(|J |),

respectively. Thus, the space complexity of RESCUE is O(|I||N |+ |J |).

Algorithm 2 RESCUE

1: Repeat for all DBS i ∈ I

2: for each location n ∈ N do

3: Place DBS i over location n.

4: Calculate the altitude of DBS i with the largest coverage over location n,

denoted as hn, based on fmax(xdi , y
d
i ), f

max(xdi , y
d
i ).

5: Calculate the number of MUs covered by DBS i, i.e., |Kin|.

6: end for

7: Calculate the optimal location for DBS i, i.e., n∗, where n∗i = arg max {|Kin| |n ∈ N }.
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Denote h∗i as the altitude of DBS i with the largest coverage, when it is deployed

over location n∗.

8: Construct an array by sorting all the MUs covered by DBS i in ascending order

according to their bandwidth requirements bij (where ∀j ∈Kin∗).

9: Iteratively select and allocate bandwidth to the MU that within the coverage of

DBS i and update the available bandwidth of DBS i.

10: Initialize the step size δ = δmin.

11: while δ ≤ δmax do

12: h−i = max
(
h∗i − δ, fmin(xdi , y

d
i )
)
.

13: h+
i = min

(
h∗i + δ, fmax(xdi , y

d
i )
)
.

14: Execute bandwidth allocation and MU association with the altitude of DBS i

being h∗i , h
−
i and h+

i , respectively.

15: Calculate m(h∗i ), m(h+
i ), and m(h−i ).

16: if m(h∗i ) > m(h+
i ) and m(h∗i ) > m(h−i ) then

17: δ = δ + δmin.

18: else

19: Update h∗i based on Eq. (4.24).

20: end if

21: end while

4.1.5 Simulation results

In order to validate the performance of RESCUE, extensive simulations have

been conducted to compare the performance of RESCUE with two other baseline

algorithms, i.e., traffic load aware DBS configuration (TLA) [10] and pathloss aware

DBS configuration (PLA) [16]. The basic idea of TLA is to maximize the overall data

rate between DBSs and MUs by first allocating bandwidth to the MUs with lower

pathloss to their associated DBSs. However, TLA does not yield the optimal DBS

deployment, and the locations of DBSs, derived from RESCUE, will be applied to
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TLA. That is, TLA and RESCUE have the same DBS deployment but apply different

access link bandwidth allocation methods. The basic idea of PLA is to jointly optimize

the bandwidth allocation and horizontal locations of DBSs in order to minimize the

average pathloss between MUs and their associated DBSs. However, the altitudes

of DBSs are fixed and predefined. Here, assuming that if PLA determines to deploy

DBS i over location (xdi , y
d
i ), then the altitude of the DBS is the minimum altitude

to achieve LoS between the drone and its working base station, i.e., fmin(xdi , y
d
i ).

Figure 4.3 Simulation setups.

The simulation is set up as follows: the size of the disaster-struck area is 2 × 2

km. The disaster-struck area is further divided into 100× 100 small locations with the

same size of 20 × 20 m. There are 4 working MBSs around the disaster-struck area.

The locations of these working MBSs are depicted in Figure 4.3. The distribution of

MUs in the disaster-struck area follows a 2-D Poisson distribution with the average

MU density equal to 5 MUs/location. The pathloss requirements of all MUs are the
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Table 4.2 Simulation Parameters II

FSO transmission power (Pt) 200 mWatt

Divergence angle (θg) 1 mrad

Receiver radius (r) 0.05 m

Receiver sensitivity (Nb) 100 photons/bit

FSO wavelength (λ) 1550 nm

Visible distance v 10 km

Available MBS/DBS 4

Disaster area radius 2 km

Maximum altitude of DBS (fmax) 200 m

Carrier frequency (fc) 2 GHz

Environment index (b) 9.61 [49]

Environment index (β) 0.16 [49]

Average excessive pathloss in LoS (ξLoS) 1 dB

Average excessive pathloss in NLoS (ξNLoS) 20 dB

Noise power spectral density (N0) -104 dBm/Hz

DBS downlink transmission power 20 dBm

Available bandwidth for each DBS (Bi) 5 MHz
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same, i.e., ηth = 110 dB. Also, the data rate requirements of MUs are generated

based on the normal distribution with the mean and standard deviation equal to 0.3

Mbps and 0.1 Mbps, respectively. Other simulation parameters are shown in Table

4.2.
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Figure 4.4 Fraction of served MUs and total data rate by different methods.

The total data rate (i.e., the aggregated data rate of all MUs) and the fraction

of served MUs incurred by the three algorithms are shown in Figure 4.4. Here,

the fraction of served MUs equals to the number of MUs with satisfied data rate

requirements, divided by the total number of MUs in the disaster-struck area. The

figure shows that RESCUE achieves the highest fraction of served MUs as compared

to TLA and PLA; however, the total data rate incurred by RESCUE is lower than

that incurred by TLA because RESCUE tries to maximize the number of served MUs,

and so it prefers to allocate bandwidth to MUs, which require less bandwidth to meet

their data rate requirements. On the other hand, TLA tries to maximize the overall
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data rate of MUs, and so it prefers to allocate bandwidth to MUs, which have the

lower pathloss to their DBSs. Also, PLA incurs the worst performance in terms of

the total date rate and the fraction of served MUs because PLA does not optimize

the altitude of DBSs and thus degrades its performance accordingly.

The cumulative distribution of served MUs’ data rate requirements for the three

methods is shown in Figure 4.5; RESCUE has more than 60% of served MUs with

data rate requirements no larger than 2.75 Mbps; however, TLA only has less than

30% of served MUs with data rate requirements no larger than 2.75 Mbps. The result

demonstrates that RESCUE prefers to allocate bandwidth to the MUs which require

less bandwidth to meet their data rate requirements.
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Figure 4.5 Cumulative distribution of MUs with varying data rate requirement.

The fraction of served MUs and the total date rate by varying the average MU

density of the area are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. RESCUE always

incurs the highest fraction of served MUs, and TLA always incurs the highest total
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Figure 4.6 Fraction of served MUs’ data rate requirements.

data rate of MUs. However, as the average MU density of the area increases, the

difference of the total data rate incurred by RESCUE and TLA diminishes.

The influence from the number of available DBSs to the network performance

is investigated in follwing simulations. Note that the total amount of bandwidth

assigned to these DBSs are fixed, and so having more available DBSs translates into

less amount of bandwidth assigned to each DBS. The total data rate and the fraction

of served MUs by varying the number of available DBSs are shown in Figures 4.8

and 4.9, respectively. Still, RESCUE achieves the highest fraction of served MUs

and TLA achieves the highest total data rate. Meanwhile, the difference between the

total data rate incurred by RESCUE and the one incurred by TLA reduces because

as the number of deployed DBSs increases, the average pathloss between a DBS and

an MU reduces, and so the MUs which are served by RESCUE (to allocate bandwidth

in order to meet their data rate requirements) have the higher probability of having
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Figure 4.7 Total data rate over different MU density.
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Figure 4.8 Total data rate over different number of DBSs.
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lower pathloss to their DBSs. That is, the MUs selected by RESCUE have a higher

probability of also being selected by TLA as the number of deployed DBSs increases.

In addition, the performance of PLA is still the worst since it does not optimize the

altitude of DBSs, thus PLA incurs in a higher pathloss between MUs and their DBSs.
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Figure 4.9 Fraction of served MUs by varying number of DBSs.

4.2 FSO Charging

In order to extend the hovering time of DBS, a FSO charging system is proposed to

argument the drone-assisted FSO backhaul system. Although a DBS can be quickly

and efficiently placed over a disaster struck area (DSA) to set up emergency wireless

communications, there are still some challenges. First, the DBS has to be placed over

a DSA such that the distance between the DBS and the MUs in the DSA is close

enough to achieve high access link data rates. However, in a large DSA, the DBS has

to be deployed far away from the its associated working MBS, and the capacity of

the backhaul link between the DBS and its associated MBS is limited. Accordingly,
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a bottleneck may be generated on the backhaul link when the MUs download data

from the working MBS via the DBS. Second, current commercial drones, which are

normally powered by portable batteries, have the maximum flying time of around 30

minutes. That is, a DBS has to return to the control station for every 30 minutes of

flight time to be charged for several hours. The limited flying time hinders the usage

of applying drones in emergence communications. In order to significantly improve

the backhaul link capacity while expanding the battery life of a drone, we propose

to leverage free Space optics as backhaul and energizer for drone-assisted Networking

(SoarNet) [7, 8] to provision emergency communications. As shown in Figure 4.10,

an optical transmitter is embedded into an MBS and emits an optimal beam to a

DBS. The emitted optical beam is used to transmit both data and energy to the

DBS. An optical receiver is mounted on the DBS to receive the optical beam. The

optical receiver is made up of two parts, i.e., a solar panel and an FSO receiver. The

solar panel is used to obtain the optical energy to provide the DBS with extra energy

in order to prolong its battery life. The FSO receiver is used to retrieve the data

carried by the optical beam and transmit the received data to the MUs via the RF

transmitter. Note that an FSO link has been demonstrated to provision a high link

capacity over a long distance between two endpoints [65]. Meanwhile, it has been

shown that optical beams, which are highly directional, can transmit/transfer energy

more efficiently than traditional energy harvesting (such as RF and solar energy

harvesting) [15]. Therefore, SoarNet can simultaneously transmit the data streams

to the DBS at high speed and charge the DBS with high efficiency.

Many researchers have been explored the DBS placement and resource management

methods in drone-assisted mobile networks. Yaliniz et al. [11] investigated a 3-D

DBS deployment algorithm that can maximize the number of served MUs, where an

MU is able to be served by a DBS only if the pathloss of the MU’s access link can

satisfy the requirements. In order to optimize the DBS deployment over a hotspot,
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Sun and Ansari [55] designed a novel DBS placement and user association method

that can maximize the spectrum efficiency of the hotspot. By placing several DBSs

above a DSA, Wu et al. [59] proposed a cooperative DBS aided wireless network

architecture, where DBS-to-DBS communications is used to balance the traffic load

of different backhaul links. They designed a wireless channel assignment and multiple

DBS deployment method to maximize the network throughput.

Applying FSO as the backhaul solution to improve the achievable data rate of

the backhaul link in drone mobile networks has recently been proposed [64]. Sun et al.

[56] designed a 3-D DBS deployment algorithm that maximizes the spectrum efficiency

of the network, where the backhaul link is implemented as an FSO link. However,

they assumed that the FSO-based backhaul link can provide sufficient link capacity

to meet the data rate requirements from the access links between a DBS and the

MUs. Fawaz et al. [21] applied a drone, which is equipped with an FSO transceiver,

to relay traffic between, for example, two ground small cells, which do not satisfy

the LoS criteria to maintain an FSO link. Alzenad et al. [5] explored an FSO-based

vertical wireless communications architecture, where a number of drones (each is

equipped with multiple FSO transceivers) are interconnected together to establish a

drone relay network to relay traffic between geographically distributed MBSs and a

gateway via FSO links. Based on the proposed FSO-based wireless communications

architecture, Gu et al. [24] proposed a method to agilely alter the routing paths such

that the overall throughput is maximized and total power consumption of the drones

is minimized.

To extend the hovering time of drones, Alsharoa et al. [4] proposed that drones

mounted with solar panels can collect solar energy, thus extending their hovering time.

To avoid taking extra load for charging, Shin et al. [50] proposed to deploy movable

wireless charging stations to charge drones. That is, movable wireless charging

stations can be placed over drones to conduct wireless energy charging, and drones can
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continuously provide service to MUs while charging. Sang-Won et al. [48] designed

a two receiving coils charging station to increase the wireless charging efficiency. In

comparison to the traditional RF wireless charge technologies, using optical wireless

charging can achieve much higher efficiency [35]. Our previous works have designed

and illustrated the SoarNet architecture to simultaneously transmit energy and data

from an MBS to a DBS [8]. However, how to jointly optimize access link bandwidth

assignment and the DBS deployment to maximize the hovering time of the DBS is

still very challenging.

Based on the proposed architecture, a new DBS placement has to be designed

in this section. Different from several existing DBS placement algorithms in drone-

assisted mobile networks, which aim to maximize the network performance (such as

network throughput or overall spectrum efficiency), we propose to jointly optimize

DBS placement and bandwidth allocation in order to maximize the hovering time of

the DBS and ensure the MUs’ QoS in terms of the data rate requirements.

Figure 4.10 FSO charging architecture.
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4.2.1 FSO charging architecture

Optical received power: A working MBS transmits an optical beam carrying

both data and energy to the DBS. The received optical power at the DBS (P r)

can be derived according to [5]. Here, the acquisition, pointing and tracking (APT)

system [12] is assumed to be used in the architecture. Hence, the pointing error is

not considered at the FSO receiver.

P r = P tηtηw, (4.25)

where P t is the transmission power of the optical beam at the MBS, ηt is the coefficient

to convert electrical power into optical power, and ηw is the environmental loss (caused

by scattering and absorption of photons). Here, the environmental loss ηw in Equation

(4.25) can be estimated by [51]

ηw = 10−
4.34σdfso

10 , (4.26)

where σ is the atmospheric attenuation coefficient, i.e., the amount of optical power

loss in dB per kilometer. The distance between the DBS and its associated MBS

(dfso) is

dfso =

√√√√(∑
i∈I

zi × ιi

)2

+ (h− hm)2, (4.27)

where hm is the altitude of the associated MBS, ιi is the horizontal distance between

the associated MBS and location i, and zi is the location indicator, i.e., zi = 1

when DBS i is placed at location i; otherwise, zi = 0. Thus,
∑
i∈I

zi × ιi indicates

the horizontal distance between the DBS and its associated MBS. Note that σ in

Equation (4.26) can be estimated by

σ =
3.91

v

(
λ

550

)−q
, (4.28)
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where λ is the wavelength of the optical beam, q is the size distribution of the

scattering particles in the environment, and v is the visibility range of the environment

(i.e., the maximum distance that an object can be clearly discerned). The visibility

range (in km) depends on the weather conditions and can be obtained from the field

tests. For example, when the weather is clear, v is normally larger than 50 km, but

v is less than 1 km in a foggy weather. Note that the value of q is given by [51]

q =



1.6, v > 50,

1.3, 6 < v ≤ 50,

0.16v + 0.34, 1 < v ≤ 6,

v − 0.5, 0.5 < v ≤ 1,

0, v,≤ 0.5,

(4.29)

Figure 4.11 Illustration of the received optical beam.

The optical beam received by the DBS is further separated into two portions.

As illustrated in Figure 4.11, one portion is used by the solar panel, which converts

the received optical power into electrical power to charge the battery of the DBS, and

the other portion is used by the FSO receiver, which demodulates signals carried by

the optical beam. Let P r be the total amount of power of the optical beam received

by the DBS. Let P d and P c be the amount of optical power used for retrieving data
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and charging the battery, respectively. Here,

P r = P d + P c. (4.30)

Note that, as shown in Figure 4.11, the size of the hole in the solar panel could change

P c and P d, i.e., a larger size of the hole indicates that a smaller portion of the received

optical beam is received by the solar panel for charging the battery (i.e., smaller P c)

and a larger portion of the received optical beam is used to demodulate signals (i.e.,

larger P d), and vice versa. Hence,

P c = ( φ
FSO

φsolar
)2P r

P d =
(

1− ( φ
FSO

φsolar
)
2
)
P r,

(4.31)

where φFSO and φsolar (φFSO < φsolar) are the diameters of the lens for the FSO

receiver (i.e., the diameter of the hole) and the solar panel, respectively. Assume

that the diameter of the optical beam at the solar panel (denoted as dbeam) is always

equal to that of the solar panel no matter where the DBS is. This can be achieved by

dynamically altering the divergence angle of the optical beam (denoted as ω) based

on the following equation,

ω = 2 arctan

(
φsolar/2

dfso

)
= 2 arctan

(
φsolar

2dfso

)
, (4.32)

where dfso is calculated based on Equation (4.27).

FSO-based backhaul data rate: The achievable data rate of the FSO-based

backhaul link from the associated MBS to the DBS is given by [5]

rf =
P d

EpNb

, (4.33)

where Nb is the sensitivity of the FSO receiver (at the DBS) in photons/bit, and Ep

is the amount of energy carried by a single photon, i.e., Ep = hpc/λ (here, hp is the

Planck’s constant, c is the light speed, and λ is the wavelength of the optical beam).
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Optical charging model: Part of the received optical beam is used for charging

batteries. Denote γ as the charging efficiency to convert the received optical power

pc into electrical power. The charging rate (P̂ c) is

P̂ c = γP c. (4.34)

4.2.2 Joint bandwidth allocation DBS placement (TWIST) strategy

Assuming that a static number of MUs are located in a DSA, and different MUs have

different data rate requirements. A DBS is placed over this DSA to provide services to

these MUs. The energy consumption of the DBS comprises the communications and

propulsion energy consumption. Normally, the propulsion system has higher energy

demands than the communications system in a DBS, thus the propulsion energy

consumption is approximately considered as the total power consumption of DBS (the

power consumption of connumication is ignored). The propulsion energy consumption

of a DBS can be further separated into two parts, i.e., the energy consumption of the

DBS reaching the destination over the DSA and return to the control station (denoted

as Efly), and the DBS hovering energy consumption (denoted as Ehover). The value

of Efly depends on dfso, i.e.,

Efly = ξdfso, (4.35)

where ξ indicates the average energy consumption of a drone by flying one km and

dfso is the flying distance, which can be calculated based on Equation (4.27). The

value of Ehover depends on the hovering power consumption P hover and amount of

hovering time T , i.e., Ehover = P hoverT . Denote Ebattery as the total amount of energy

in the DBS’s battery. Assuming that an optical link from the associated MBS to

the DBS (to transmit data and energy) can be established once the DBS is stably

hovering at the destination. Then, the maximum DBS hovering time with optical
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charging is derived as follows.

T =
Ebattery − ξdfso

P hover − P̂ c
. (4.36)

The DBS’s extra hovering time (denoted as ∆T ) is defined as the hovering time of

the DBS with optical charging minus that without the optical charging, i.e.,

∆T =
Ebattery − ξdfso

P hover − P̂ c
− Ebattery − ξdfso

P hover
. (4.37)

The problem of determining the DBS location as well as the amount of bandwidth in

the access links is formulated as to maximize ∆T , i.e.,

P0: max
zi,h,bj

∆T (4.38)

s.t. :C1 :
∑
j∈J

bj ≤ B, (4.39)

C2 :
∑
i∈I

hmin
i zi ≤ h ≤hmax, (4.40)

C3 : rj ≥ r∗j , (4.41)

C4 : rf ≥
∑
j∈J

rj, (4.42)

C5 :
∑
i∈I

zi = 1. (4.43)

Here, C1 ensures that the bandwidth allocated to the MUs does not exceed the total

amount of available bandwidth. C2 ensures the backhaul link is LoS (where hmini is the

minimum altitude to ensure the LoS between the DBS and its associated MBS when

the DBS is deployed over location i, and hmax is the maximum allowable altitude for

the DBS). C3 indicates that each MU’s data rate requirement should be guaranteed

in the access link, where r∗j is the data rate requirement of MU j. C4 ensures the

achievable backhaul link data rate to be no less than the achievable access link data

rates. C5 implies that the DBS can only be deployed over one location.
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The TWIST algorithm is proposed to solve P0. The intuition of TWIST is to

first find a feasible DBS placement that can satisfy all the constraints in P0, and then

look for a better DBS placement that reduces the distance to its associated MBS, thus

increases ∆T . TWIST is summarized in Algorithm 3.

Initial 3-D DBS placement: All the locations in the DSA are sorted in the

ascending order based on ιi, i.e., the horizontal distance between location i and its

associated MBS. Let I ′ be the set of the ordered locations, i.e., I ′ = {i ∈ I |ιi ≤ ιi+1}.

Also, the initial altitude of the DBS is assumed to be max{hm, hmini } (Assuming that

hmaxi ≥ hm,∀i ∈ I), which incurs the shortest 3-D distance to the MBS among other

possible altitudes. hm is the altitude of the MBS outside the DSA. The initial DBS

placement is to iteratively deploy over location i in I ′ with the altitude equal to

max{hm, hmini } until a feasible 3-D DBS placement, which can satisfy Constraints

C1, C2, C3, and C4 in P0, has been found.

First, we select location i in I ′ based on the ascending order of their horizontal

distance. Then, we place the DBS over location i with the altitude equal to

max{hm, hmini }. For each MU, the pathloss from the DBS to the MU (i.e., η̄j) is

calculated based on Equation (3.9). Afterward, we calculate the amount of bandwidth

that satisfies its the minimum data rate requirement in C3, i.e.,

bj = r∗j/ log

(
1 +

p · 10−η̄j/10

N0

)
. (4.44)

The achievable data rate of the FSO-based backhaul link (i.e., rfi ) is calculated based

on Equation (4.12). If
∑
j∈J

bj ≤ B (i.e., C1) and rfi ≥
∑
j∈J

r∗j (i.e., C4) can be satisfied,

then location i and its altitude max{hm, hmini } are the initial optimal 3-D placement

for the DBS, i.e., i∗ = i (i.e., zi∗ = 1) and h∗ = max{hm, hmini∗ }; otherwise, the next

location in I ′ will be selected to check if it is a feasible DBS placement by executing

Steps 1-5 in Algorithm 3.
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Let dfsoi∗ be the 3-D distance between the DBS and its associated MBS if the

DBS is deployed in its initial 3-D placement (i.e., 〈xi∗ , yi∗ ,max{hm, hmini∗ }〉, where xi∗

and yi∗ indicate the latitude and longitude of location i∗, respectively). Based on

Equation (4.27), then

dfsoi∗ =

√
(ιi∗)

2 + (max{hm, hmini∗ } − hm)
2
, (4.45)

where ιi∗ is the horizontal distance between the associated MBS and location i∗.

Recursive search: Based on Equation (4.37), it is easy to derive that reducing dfso

could increase the extra hovering time of the DBS (∆T ). Recursive searching is to

backtrack the locations whose indices are lower than i∗ in I ′ in order to find a better

3-D placement for the DBS that could reduce dfso while satisfying all the constraints

in P0. That is, the DBS will be iteratively deployed over one of these locations and the

DBS adjust its altitude to find a better 3-D placement. Let k = i∗ and we iteratively

select a location in I ′ according to the order of 〈k − 1, k − 2, · · · , 1〉. Denote i as the

selected location in the current iteration. Deploying the DBS over location i could

be a better 3-D placement if dfsoi is reduced, i.e.,
√
ιi2 + (hi − hm)2 < dfsoi∗ , where

dfsoi∗ is derived from Equation (4.45). Thus, hi ≤
√(

dfsoi∗

)2

− ιi2 + hm is acquired.

The next step (i.e., Step 3)) is to find all the possible values of hi to satisfy all the

constraints in P0, where hmin
i ≤ hi ≤ min

{√(
dfsoi∗

)2

− ιi2 + hm, hmax

}
. Note that

if hmin
i >

√(
dfsoi∗

)2

− ιi2 + hm, then deploying the DBS over location i cannot be a

better 3-D placement.

Denote ∆h as the step size of adjusting the altitude and we iteratively

select the value of hi from the order
{
hmin
i , hmin

i + ∆h, hmin
i + 2∆h, · · ·

}
until hi >

min

{√(
dfsoi∗

)2

− ιi2, hmax

}
In each iteration, we check whether the selected hi is

a feasible solution to meet all the constraints or not. If hi is a feasible solution, we

put it into set H i. After finishing all the iterations, if H i = ∅, then deploying the
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DBS over location i is not a better DBS placement; otherwise, find the altitude h̄i

that incurs the shortest distance to the associated MBS among other altitudes in H i,

i.e., h̄i = arg min
hi∈Hi

|hi − hm|. We next calculate dfsoi based on Equation (4.45), where

dfsoi is the 3-D distance between the DBS and its associated MBS when the DBS is

placed over location i with the altitude equal to h̄i. If dfsoi < dfsoi∗ , the optimal DBS

placement becomes i∗ = i (i.e., zi∗ = 1) and h∗ = h̄i. We iteratively select the next

location in I ′ by executing Steps 1-3 in Algorithm 3 to update the the optimal DBS

placement 〈i∗, h∗〉 until all the locations have been selected.

Algorithm 3 TWIST

1: Initialize I ′.

2: for i = 1, i ≤ |I ′| , i = i+ 1 do

3: Set xi = 1;

4: h = max{hm, hmini };

5: ∀j ∈ J , calculate η̄j based on Equation (3.9);

6: ∀j ∈ J , calculate bj based on Equation (4.44);

7: Calculate rfi based on Equation (4.12);

8: if
∑
j∈J

bj ≤ B and rfi ≥
∑
j∈J

r∗j then

9: i∗ = i, zi∗ = 1, and h∗ = max{hm, hmini∗ };

10: else

11: zi = 0;

12: end if

13: end for

14: Calculate dfsoi∗ based on Equation (4.45).

15: k = i∗.

16: for i = k − 1, i ≥ 1, i = i− 1 do

17: xi = 1;

18: for hi = hmini , hi≤min

{√(
dfsoi∗

)2

−ιi2, hmax

}
, h = h+ ∆h do
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19: ∀j ∈ J , calculate η̄j based on Equation (3.9)

20: ∀j ∈ J , calculate bj based on Equation (4.44)

21: Calculate rfi based on Equation (4.12);

22: if
∑
j∈J

bj ≤ B and rfi ≥
∑
j∈J

r∗j then

23: H i = H i ∩ hi;

24: end if

25: end for

26: if H i = ∅ then

27: zi = 0;

28: else

29: h̄i = arg min
hi∈Hi

|hi − hm|;

30: Calculate dfsoi =

√
(ιi)

2 + (h̄i − hm)
2
;

31: if dfsoi < dfsoi∗ then

32: zi∗ = 0, i∗ = i, zi∗ = 1, and h∗ = h̄i;

33: else

34: zi = 0;

35: end if

36: end if

37: end for

4.2.3 Simulation results

The performance of TWIST is evaluated via simulations by comparing TWIST with

two other baseline algorithms, i.e., CLP (center location placement) [10] and MTP

(maximal throughput placement) [16]. In CLP, the DBS is first deployed at the center

of all the MUs, and then the altitude of the DBS and the bandwidth assignment are

adjusted to satisfy the data rate requirements of all the MUs in the access links.

The intuition of MTP is to derive the optimal DBS placement such that the total
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Table 4.3 Simulation Parameters III

FSO transmission power [63] 100 Watt

Divergence angle (θg) 1 mrad

Noise power spectral density (N0) -104 dBm/Hz

Receiver radius (r) 0.05 m

Receiver sensitivity (Nb) [28] 2× 105photons/bit

FSO wavelength (λ) 1550 nm

Environment index (β) [49] 0.16

Environment index (b) [49] 9.61

FSO charging efficiency (γ) 20%

Maximum altitude of DBS (fmax) 300 m

The altitude of working MBS (hm) 20 m

DBS power consumption (P hover) 100 Watt

DBS battery capacity (Ebattery) 65 Wh

Carrier frequency (fc) 2 GHz

DBS transmission power (p) 40 dBm

achievable data rates of the MUs in downloading data from the associated MBS via

the DBS is maximized. Both TWIST and MTP assume that FSO is applied in the

backhaul communications.

Assume that a DSA forms a rectangle area with the range of 〈0 ∼ 1 km, 0 ∼ 1 km〉.

The DSA is further divided into 40,000 locations, and size of each location is

50 m × 50 m. The working MBS is placed at 〈−100 m,−100 m〉. Initially, there

are 40 MUs uniformly distributed in the DSA. The data rate requirements of these

MUs follow a normal distribution with the mean and standard deviation equal to 2

Mbps and 1 Mbps, respectively. The rest of the simulation parameters are listed in

Table 4.3.
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The extra hovering time for the three algorithms when the amount of available

bandwidth in the access links is varying from 20 MHz to 17.5 MHz is shown in

Figure. 4.12. The visibility range is v = 0.9 km. The figure shows that TWIST

always achieves the longest extra hovering time as compared to MTP and CLP. Also,

the extra hovering time incurred by the three algorithms increases as the amount

of available bandwidth in the access links decreases. This is because as the amount

of available bandwidth decreases, each MU can be allocated with less bandwidth in

the access link, thus the DBS needs to be placed over a location that incurs better

channel gain to the MUs in order to satisfy their data rate requirements. The location

incurring better channel gain to the MUs in the access links normally leads to a longer

distance in the backhaul link, and ∆T is reduced accordingly. For example, Figure

4.13 exhibits the placements of the DBS acquired by the three algorithms. Here,

the locations with orange and blue color imply the DBS locations (incurred by the

three algorithms) when the amount of available bandwidth are 18 MHz and 20 MHz,

respectively. In the figure, as the available bandwidth changes from 20 MHz to 18

MHz, the location of the DBS incurred by the three algorithms moves farther away

from its associated MBS; this reduces the charging rate P̂ c, and decreases the extra

hovering time. Note that, as shown in Figure 4.12, the difference of the extra hovering

time between TWIST and MTP/CLP increases as the amount of available bandwidth

in the access links decreases.

How the visibility range v affects ∆T is shown in Figure 4.14. As mentioned

before, the visibility range v is normally determined by the weather conditions in

the area. The available bandwidth in the access links is 20 MHz. A larger v results

in a higher charging rate and a lower pathloss leads to a larger backhaul capacity.

The figure shows that the extra hovering time for the three algorithms decreases

when v decreases because the charging rate decreases as v decreases. Meanwhile, the

difference of the extra hovering time between TWIST and MTP/CLP also reduces
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Figure 4.12 Extra hovering time by varying available bandwidth.

Figure 4.13 DBSs locations with different available bandwidth.
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as v decreases. Although the DBS placement incurred by TWIST leads to a shorter

backhaul link than those incurred by CLP and MTP, the amount of charging rate

gain (which is caused by a shorter backhaul link) decreases as v decreases.
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Figure 4.14 Extra hovering time by varying visibility range.
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CHAPTER 5

FUTURE WORK

Drone-assisted network has been proposed in Chapter 2 to help provision service in

disaster-struck areas. The primary objective of a rescue mission is to quickly locate

victims in the disaster struck area [32], i.e., the victim detection. Current victim

detection can be carried out by three different methods. The first method is to

deploy radar to detect victims. Radar has been widely used to detect objects in long

distance by changing the wavelength and the signal energy [9]. For example, the

infrared ray radar can easily detect the alive victims. Since the infrared ray has very

low penetrability, the infrared ray radar cannot find the victims buried in the ruins

or covered by shelters [33].

The second method to detect victims through live videos. Machine learning

algorithms have been adopted to analyze live videos in real time. By transmitting

the live stream videos from the DBS to its associated MBS, the MBS can analyze

the videos to find the victims in the videos. Given the location of the DBS, the

associated MBS can perform further analysis to estimate the location of the detected

victim. However, current victim detection algorithms with live streams are only

capable of detecting victims close to the camera, e.g., less than 10 meters [27]. In this

case, the live video victim detection is suitable for perticular recusing drones, i.e.,

drones flying at low altitude to search for victims. Considering the large computing

resource requirements for the live stream victim detection (e.g., using convolutional

neural network (CNN) [53] to detect victims), a DBS has to transmit the live stream

to its associated MBS for analysis. A large backhaul capacity between a DBS and its

associated MBS is necessary to enable live stream victim detection.
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The third method is to detect victims through photos. Unlike detecting victims

through live stream videos, detecting victims from photos is not sensitive to delay.

To detect victims in photos, the manager only needs to decide whether there exists

a victim in a photo or not, rather than to figure out where the victim is [19]. Thus,

victim detection can be simplified as a logic regression problem. In this case, the

machine learning algorithms for logic regression can be used to detect victims. For

example, support vector machine (SVM) is a low complexity algorithm to facilitate

logic regression [41] and it can be tailored for victim detection. By using SVM, the

DBS can detect victim by itself, rather than transmitting all the captured data (i.e.,

the photos) to its associated MBS. In this case, the backhaul is not the transmission

bottleneck and the DBS can be placed more flexibly.

In order to increase the accuracy of machine learning, generating a suitable

training data set is necessary. However, the groud situation of disaster struck areas

varies with different disaster types and the location of the disaster. Generating a

training data set for each disaster is hard but important to increase the detection

accuracy. Currently, most researches about machine learning focus on the training

algorithms. The dataset for training and testing are always pre-defined. We plan

to propose a drone-assisted system to facilitate victim detection, which can generate

the training data set for machine learning and can train the model simultaneously, as

shown in Figure 5.1.

Considering the limited backhaul bandwidth, the federated learning is used to

train the model of victim detection. In this case, the training and testing for victim

detection can be done by the drone and the MUs. In this case, the drone does not

need to transmit the huge amount of labeled data to its associated MBS.

The mechanism of the federated learning is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The drone

will download a raw model from its associated MBS prior to activating federated
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Figure 5.1 Drone based victim detection architecture.

learning. A raw model is a pre-trained machine learning model, which can perform

victim detection with low accuracy [61]. The mechanism mainly consists of five steps:

Step 1. Preparing: A drone carries a pre-trained model hovering above the

disaster-struck area at a suitable location. The drone establishes communication

links with MUs. The drone will select MUs based on some algorithm from served

MUs. Based on the computing capacity of selected MUs, the drone will calculate

the “global training timeslot” and the training dataset requirements (i.e., how many

photos per training per MU). After that, the drone will send the pre-trained model

to these MUs.

Step 2. Dataset generating: After the MUs have received the model, these MUs

will take several pictures of their surroundings. The MUs will label the photos with

“having victims” or “no victims”. After the MUs take enough number of photos, they

will start training the data.
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Figure 5.2 Mechanism of federated learning based victim detection in drone-
assisted network.

Step 3. Model training: Based on the photos taken by each MU, they will use

these labeled photos for a surprised learning. Once a MU has finished training the

data, it will send the updated model back to the DBS.

Step 4. Model aggregation: The drone will start aggregating the models after

it has received all models from the selected MUs. By using an aggregation strategy,

the drone will generate a new model and send it back to the MUs.

Step 5. Accuracy check: The selected MUs will repeat Step 2 with the new

model and test the accuracy of this new model. If the accuracy of this model is

higher than the required accuracy, then this MU will return its results to the drone

and stop training this model. If the accuracy is not satisfied, this MU will continue

the model training (i.e., Step 3).
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Although the proposed architecture can solve the problem of victim detection,

there remain many challenges such as participant selection [13]. In federated learning,

the drone can start a new iteration only after it has received all updated models from

MUs. Thus, choosing participating MUs (the MUs that are chosen to help federated

learning are called participating MUs) can greatly influence the minimum timeslot

of each iteration. Our future work will focus on designing a suitable client selection

strategy to accelerate the training time for victim detection.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

DBSs have been proposed to extend coverage and improve communications between

MUs and their corresponding MBSs. Different from the base stations on the ground,

DBSs can flexibly fly over and close to MUs to establish a better vantage for

communications. Thus, the pathloss between a DBS and an MU can be much

smaller than that between the MU and MBS. In addition, by hovering in the air,

the DBS can likely establish a LoS link to the MBS. DBSs can be leveraged to

recover communications in a large natural disaster struck area and to fully embody the

advantage of drone-assisted communications. In order to retrieve signals from MUs

in a large disaster struck area, DBSs need to overcome the large pathloss incurred by

the long distance between DBSs and MBSs. This has been addressed by the following

two strategies.

First, placing multiple drones in a disaster struck area can be used to mitigate

the problem of a large backhaul pathloss. In this method, data from MUs in the

disaster struck area may be forwarded by more than one drone, i.e., DBSs can enable

drone-to-drone communications. The throughput from the disaster struck area can

potentially be enhanced by this multi-drone strategy. A cooperative DBS placement

and channel allocation algorithm has been proposed to maximize the aggregated data

rate from MUs in a disaster struck area. It has been demonstrated by simulations

that the aggregated data rate can be improved by more than 10%, as compared to

the scenario without drone-to-drone communications.

Second, FSO has been used as the backhaul links to reduce the backhaul

pathloss. FSO can provision a high-speed point-to-point transmission and is suitable

for the backhaul transmission. A heuristic algorithm has been proposed to maximize
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the number of MUs that can be served by the drones by optimizing user association,

DBS placement and spectrum allocation iteratively. It has been demonstrated by

simulations that the proposed algorithm can cover over 15% more MUs at the expense

of less than 5% of the aggregated throughput. Equipping DBSs and MBSs with FSO

transceivers incurs extra payload for DBSs, hence shortening the hovering time of

DBSs. To prolong the hovering time of a DBS, the FSO beam is deployed to facilitate

simultaneous communications and charging. The viability of this concept has been

studied by varying the distance between a DBS and an MBS, in which an optimal

location of the DBS is found to maximize the data throughput, while the charging

power directed to the DBS from the MBS diminishes with the increasing distance

between them.

The future work has been planned to incorporate artificial intelligence to

enhance drone-assisted networking for various applications. For example, a drone

equipped with a camera can be used to detect victims. By analyzing the captured

pictures, the locations of the victims can be estimated by some machine learning

based image processing technology.
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